A display system for a handheld computing device is disclosed. The display system includes a processing unit having a first communication port, and a visual display unit separable from the processing unit. The visual display unit further includes a visual display, and a second communication port. The display unit can be expanded from an initial or storage state to present a larger visual display size. Further, the first communication port providing communication with the second communication port.
FIGURE 8
DETACHABLE EXPANDABLE FLEXIBLE DISPLAY

[0001] The present application is related to U.S. patent application Ser. No. , Atty. Dkt. No. 035451-0178, entitled WIRELESS DETACHABLE DISPLAY, and U.S. patent application Ser. No. , Atty. Dkt. No. 035451-0185, entitled INTERCHANGEABLE DISPLAY MODULE FOR PORTABLE HANDHELD DEVICES, both of which are filed on the same day herewith and assigned to the same assignee as the present application and are both herein incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The present invention relates generally to the field of handheld computing devices. More particularly, the disclosure relates to a flexible and expandable display for a handheld computing device.

[0003] Handheld computing devices usually display data stored in memory or generated by a processor on a visual display that is slightly smaller than the size of the handheld computing device. The size of the handheld computing device is generally compact and correspondingly the visual display is significantly smaller than the size of a standard computer monitor. The small size of the screen has necessitated that handheld computing devices focus on displaying abbreviated or simplistic content.

[0004] The abbreviated or simplistic display content has not conventionally been a problem because handheld computing devices have also had limited computing power. When handheld computing devices were introduced, most people were using the devices for relatively simple applications. Traditional applications may have included an address book, a daily planner, or other similar applications that were generally not graphic intensive. These applications worked well with the smaller display screens.

[0005] However, the processing speed of handheld computing devices as well as other capabilities have been experiencing significant improvements. Handheld computing devices have improved in processor power, battery life, weight, etc. As a consequence of these improvements, handheld computing devices are now running applications that formerly could only be run on a full personal computer.

[0006] However, the amount of information that can be displayed by handheld computers is still limited to a relatively small display screen size. In fact, handheld computers have been getting more compact, and consequently so has the size of their visual display. Although the compact size offers size and weight advantages, it may be undesirable to display the full content of a screen normally displayed on a 15 inch cathode ray tube (CRT) computer monitor, on a traditional handheld computing device screen. Increasing the size of the traditional display screen would cause a corresponding increase in the size and weight of the handheld computing device.

[0007] Accordingly, there is a need for a display screen that can display data from a handheld computer on a larger screen without substantially increasing the size or weight of the handheld computing device. There is also a need for a handheld computing device having a removable, detachable display. Further, there is a need for methods of using a handheld computer to display greater amounts of image information compared with conventional displays.

[0008] It would be desirable to provide a system and/or method that provides one or more of these or other advantageous features. Other features and advantages will be made apparent from the present specification. The teachings disclosed extend to those embodiments which fall within the scope of the appended claims, regardless of whether they accomplish one or more of the aforementioned needs.

SUMMARY

[0009] One embodiment of the invention relates to a display system for a handheld computing device. The display system includes a processing unit having a first communication port, and a visual display unit separable from the processing unit. The visual display unit further includes a visual display, and a second communication port. The display unit can be expanded from an initial or storage state to present a larger visual display size. Further, the first communication port provides communication with the second communication port.

[0010] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a handheld computing device. The handheld computing device includes a processor, a first communications port attached to the handheld computing device, an information storage system, and a visual display unit detachable from the handheld computing device. Further, the visual display unit includes a visual display, and a second communication port. The visual display unit can be expanded from a compact state.

[0011] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a visual display unit for a handheld computing device. The visual display unit includes a microprocessor, a storage system, and a visual display. The visual display unit can be expanded from a compact storage state.

[0012] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a method of using a handheld computer. The method includes expanding a visual display unit from a compact state to an expanded state, and displaying information on the visual display unit to a user.

[0013] Alternative exemplary embodiments relate to other features and combination of features as may be generally recited in the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] The invention will become more fully understood from the following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference numerals refer to like elements, in which:

[0015] FIG. 1 is a generalized perspective view of a handheld computing device including a processing unit and a visual display unit in accordance with an exemplary embodiment;

[0016] FIG. 2A is a generalized perspective view of the pin connection between the processing unit and the visual display unit in accordance with an exemplary embodiment;

[0017] FIG. 2B is a generalized perspective view of an alternative connection between the processing unit and the visual display unit in accordance with an exemplary embodiment;
FIG. 3 is a general block diagram of the processing unit for a handheld computing device in accordance with an exemplary embodiment;

FIG. 4 is a partial generalized perspective view of an alternative visual display unit in accordance with an exemplary embodiment;

FIG. 5 is a partial generalized perspective view of an alternative visual display unit in accordance with an exemplary embodiment;

FIG. 6A is a generalized perspective view of a handheld computing device including a processing unit and a visual display unit showing an alternative method of mounting the visual display unit to the processing unit in accordance with an exemplary embodiment;

FIG. 6B is a generalized perspective view of a handheld computing device of FIG. 6A showing the visual display in the expanded and ready state in accordance with an exemplary embodiment;

FIG. 7 is a generalized perspective view depicting a method of viewing the visual display unit in accordance with an exemplary embodiment; and

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a process of displaying data using an expandable visual display system in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED AND EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

A system and method for providing an expandable, flexible display for a handheld computing device is described. In the following description, for purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth to provide a thorough understanding of exemplary embodiments of the invention. It will be evident, however, to one skilled in the art that the invention may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, structures and devices are shown in block diagram form or generalized illustration form to facilitate description of the exemplary embodiments.

FIG. 1 is a generalized perspective view 100 of a handheld computing device 110 including a processing unit 120 and a visual display unit 130 in accordance with an exemplary embodiment. Visual display unit 130 is a detachable visual display shown attached to processing unit 120.

Processing unit 120 can be a handheld computer, a handheld personal digital assistant, a wireless cellular digital phone, a pager, or any other such mobile device. Visual display unit 130 can be any visual display capable of displaying data transmitted from processing unit 120. Visual display unit 130 may include a visual display area 132.

Display area 132 can be an LCD screen, e-paper (such as e-ink, Smart Paper™ by Gyricom Media, APD™ by Citata, etc.), or other bi-stable displays, or any other type of applicable visual display. Display area 132 may further include shutter technology to make the display, or portions thereof, selectively transparent. Visual display unit 130 is shown in FIG. 1 in a fully expanded and ready state.

According to an exemplary embodiment, visual display unit 130 can include folding points 138a through 138c. These fold lines are shown for illustrative purposes only, the display can be a solid unit or a unit that can be folded according to various configuration. According to an exemplary embodiment, folding lines 138a through 138c are configured to allow the visual display to be folded to a compact state roughly equivalent to the size of processing unit 120.

According to an exemplary embodiment, visual display unit 130 can be implemented using shutter technology. Shutter technology allows the user to force sections of display area 132 to be transparent while visual display unit 130 is in a compact state. This has the advantage of allowing the user to view data when visual display unit 130 is in a compact state and layers of the display are folded over each other. In the case of a rigid display, such as an LCD display, the layers may be hinged. In the case of a flexible display, such as e-paper, the layers may be folded, flexed, or rolled. Additionally, shutter technology can be used to make the background of a display image transparent. The data can be displayed in an opaque or semi-opaque form on the transparent display. Displaying data on a transparent display allows visual display unit 130 to be used as a transparency in conjunction with an overhead projector or other type of projector to project displayed images on a large screen.

According to another exemplary embodiment, visual display unit 130 can be implemented using a bi-stable visual display. A bi-stable visual display would allow the user to detach visual display unit 130 from a power source, either within processing unit 120 or visual display 130, and continue to view data.

According to an exemplary embodiment, visual display unit 130 can be utilized in a compact or a folded state. The user of handheld computing device 110 can view the display area 132 in the compact state. The compact state may be advantageous for viewing display area 132 while travelling or for quick access to information. According to an exemplary embodiment, the compact state can approximate the size of processing unit 120 to facilitate storage and transport of handheld computing device 110. A visual display 130 in a compact state offers all of the advantages of the traditional handheld computing device display in that it is compact and easily portable.

According to an exemplary embodiment, the user of the handheld computing device can also view the handheld computing device in an expanded state. The expanded state may be advantageous to utilize while viewing a large document or a large image. Expansion of visual display 130 may allow display of information in a manner similar to a standard computer monitor, and offer all of the advantages thereof.

FIG. 2A is a partial generalized perspective view illustrating handheld computing device 110. Processing unit 120 can include a processing unit connection port 128 enclosed in a process unit connection housing 129. Visual display unit 130 can include a visual display connection port 134 housed in a visual display connection housing 136.

Processing unit connection port 128 can further be any type of connection capable of sending and receiving data with visual display unit 130. According to an exemplary embodiment, connection port 128 can be a 24 pin input jack that mates with a mating connection port on visual display unit 130.
0036] Processing unit connection housing 129 can be any type of housing encompassing connection port 128. According to an exemplary embodiment, processing unit connection housing 129 may be composed of the same material (or any other material) as the body of processing unit 120. Processing unit connection housing 129 could be manufactured to be of sufficient rigidity and in a form to anchor and support visual display 130. Anchoring and supporting visual display 130 can allow the user to attach visual display unit 130 to processing unit 120 when viewing or storing the visual display. This has the advantage of allowing the user to carry the handheld computing device as one unit.

0037] Visual display connection port 134 can be any type of connection capable of sending and receiving data to and from processing unit 120. In an exemplary embodiment, connection port 134 can be a 24 pin input jack that mates with an equivalent connection port on processing unit 120.

0038] Visual display connection 136 can be any type of housing encompassing connection port 134. According to an exemplary embodiment, processing unit connection housing 136 may be composed of the same material (or any other material) as the body of visual display unit 130. Processing unit connection housing 136 may be manufactured to be of sufficient rigidity and form to anchor to processing unit 120. Anchoring to processing unit 120 allows the user to attach visual display unit 130 to processing unit 120 when viewing or storing the visual display. This has the advantage discussed above in reference to processing unit connection housing 129.

0039] FIG. 2B is a partial generalized perspective view illustrating handheld computing device 110 including a processing unit 120 and a visual display unit 130 according to an alternative embodiment. According to an alternative embodiment, processing unit 120 can include a processing unit wireless connection port 250, wherein processing unit wireless connection port 250 can be a processing unit wireless transceiver 255. Processing unit wireless connection port 250 can be housed in a processing unit connection housing 260. Additionally, visual display unit 130 can include display unit wireless connection port 265, wherein display unit wireless connection port 265 can include a visual display unit wireless transceiver 270. Display unit wireless connection port 265 can be housed in a display unit connection housing 275.

0040] Processing unit wireless transceiver 255 and visual display unit wireless transceiver 270 can each be devices using the Infrared Direct Access (IrDA) protocol, the Bluetooth short range radio network protocol, the IEEE 802.11 protocol, the HomeRF single wireless access protocol, the IEEE 802.11b wireless fidelity protocol, or any other protocol for sending information wirelessly from processing unit 120 to visual display system 130.

0041] According to an exemplary embodiment, visual display unit 130 can be used to display and update data while it is detached from processing unit 120 using wireless transceivers 255 and 270. Utilizing a wireless connection has the advantage of allowing the user to store processing unit 120 on a belt, in a desk, or in another remote area, while viewing and updating data on visual display unit 130. The wireless connection also allows the user to hold up the display without supporting the relatively heavy weight of processing unit 120. According to an exemplary embodiment, the user could flip through pages of a document while holding visual display 130 in a manner similar to a newspaper.

0042] FIG. 3 is a general block diagram illustrating the components of processing unit 120. According to an exemplary embodiment, processing unit 120 can include a processing unit processor 122, a processing unit memory 124, a processing unit power source 126, and a processing unit connection port 128 enclosed in a processing unit connection housing 129. Processing unit processor 122 can be any microprocessor capable of accessing information stored in processing unit memory 124, performing actions using information from any source, and alternatively storing information in processing unit memory 124 or transmitting information to visual display unit 130.

0043] Processing unit memory 124 can be any form of data storage. It may be at least one of random access memory (RAM) and/or read only memory (ROM). Information can be stored permanently until overwritten and/or stored temporarily for use while the unit is active.

0044] Processing unit power source 126 can be a battery or fuel cell, a direct line from a wall outlet, current from a solar cell or any other power source sufficient to satisfy the power requirement for processing unit 120.

0045] FIG. 4 is a general block diagram showing a cutaway view of an alternative visual display unit 410 according to an exemplary embodiment. Visual display unit 410 can include the same features as discussed above in reference to visual display unit 130. Specifically, visual display unit 410 can include a display unit connection port 414 housed in a display unit connection housing 136. Additionally, visual display unit 410 includes a visual display microprocessor 415 and a visual display memory 420.

0046] Visual display microprocessor 415 can be any microprocessor capable of accessing information stored in visual display unit memory 420, performing actions on information, and alternatively storing information in visual display unit memory 420 or displaying information on a visual display area.

0047] Visual display unit memory 420 can be any form of data storage. It may be at least one of random access memory (RAM) and/or read only memory (ROM). Information can be stored permanently until overwritten and/or stored temporarily for use while the unit is active.

0048] According to an exemplary embodiment, visual display system 410 can utilize display unit processor 415 to store information in visual display unit memory 420. In addition, visual display system 410 can utilize display unit processor 415 to receive information from display unit connection port 134, execute instructions using that information or user input information, and display the results in the display area or store the results in display unit memory 420.

0049] According to an exemplary embodiment, visual display system 410 can receive information from processing unit 120 while the two units are connected using connection ports 128 and 134. The information can then be stored in visual display unit memory 420. Storing information in visual display memory 420 allows the user to detach visual
display unit 410 and browse the downloaded information without carrying or supporting processing unit 120.

[0050] According to an alternative exemplary embodiment wherein connection ports 250 and 265 include wireless transceivers 255 and 270 respectively, as shown in FIG. 1B, display unit processor 415 and display unit memory 420 can be used to increase slow response time caused by the limitations of wireless connections. According to an exemplary embodiment, display unit processor 415 can receive information related to the image currently being displayed in display area 132 (current display image). Display unit processor 415 can receive the information from display unit wireless transceiver 270 and store the information in display unit memory 220. According to an exemplary embodiment, the information can be data referenced by hyperlinks in the current display image. According to another exemplary embodiment, the information can be a full sized image represented by a thumbnail image in the current display image. Loading information related to an image currently being displayed into memory has the advantage of dramatically speeding response time when the related information is requested for display. The process of receiving information and storing the information in display unit memory 220 can be performed in the background while a wireless connection is otherwise idle.

[0051] FIG. 5 is a partial generalized perspective view showing an alternative visual display unit 500 including navigation device 510 according to an exemplary embodiment. Navigation device 510 is shown as a navigation device 520 attached to visual display unit 130. According to alternative embodiments, navigation device 520 may include any of, alone, or in combination, a touch screen, voice commands, a track ball, a scrolling roller switch, or any other means to move through data displayed on visual display unit 130.

[0052] According to an exemplary embodiment, navigation device 520 could be used to provide forward and backward navigation. Navigation device 520 may be utilized to allow the user to go forward or backward through pages or discrete units of data using visual display unit 130. This has the advantage of allowing the user to navigate without utilizing the processing unit 120.

[0053] FIG. 6A is a partial generalized perspective view of an alternative handheld computing device 600 according to an exemplary embodiment. Handheld computing device 620 can include a processing unit 610, a rolled visual display unit 620, a retracting apparatus 630, and a visual display support 640. Processing unit 610 can be a processing unit similar to processing unit 120 described with reference to FIG. 3. Rolled visual display unit 620 is a visual display similar to visual display unit 130, described with reference to FIG. 1, that can be retracted and rolled using retracting apparatus 630. Visual display unit 620 can be implemented using e-paper or any other type of display that is sufficiently flexible such that it can be rolled and stored.

[0054] Retracting apparatus 630 can be any mechanism that can retract and store a flexible display. According to an exemplary embodiment, retracting apparatus 630 may include a spring and roller inside a casing to facilitate retracting and storing visual display 620.

[0055] FIG. 6A shows visual display 620 in a fully retracted state. The visual display is completely stored within retracting apparatus 630.

[0056] FIG. 6B shows handheld computing device 600 in a fully expanded state. In the fully expanded state, visual display support 640 is elongated and locked into place to support and anchor visual display 620 in an expanded state. In the expanded state, visual display 620 is pulled from retracting mechanism 630 and attached to visual display support 640.

[0057] According to an exemplary embodiment, visual display 620 can be retracted and stored when not in use. Storage of visual display 620 has the advantage of reducing the size of handheld computing device 600 for convenient transport. According to an exemplary embodiment, storage of visual display 620 can have the additional advantage of protecting the display screen within a retracting apparatus casing.

[0058] According to an exemplary embodiment, visual display 620 can be pulled out and attached to visual display support 640 during use. Expansion has the advantage of providing a visual display that is larger than the size of processing unit 610. Visual display support 640 can also be constructed to present a solid surface to support a display screen using touch screen technology. The support may allow the user to more easily use a stylus to input information.

[0059] FIG. 7 is a partial generalized perspective view illustrating a method of using handheld computing device 110. Using this method the user can store the relatively heavy processing unit 120 on a belt or in a desk, while holding aloft visual display 130. Using this method, user 700 does not have to support the additional weight of processing unit 120 while viewing data.

[0060] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram 800 illustrating an exemplary embodiment of a method for displaying data using expandable visual display system 130 or like display system according to an exemplary embodiment.

[0061] In use, the user views data on visual display unit 130 in the compact state (step 810). Visual display unit 130 can be viewed while attached to processing unit 120 or it can be detached and viewed. The ability to view the display in a compact state has the advantage of allowing the user quick access to information and offers all of the advantages of a traditional display from a handheld computing device.

[0062] According to an alternative exemplary embodiment, display unit 130 can be detached from processing unit 120 prior to viewing. This has the advantage of only requiring that the user hold aloft the weight of visual display unit 130 when accessing information.

[0063] The user may then expand visual display unit 130 to present a larger display area 132 (step 820). This allows the user to view data on a display similar to the size of a standard computer monitor. This is particularly advantageous when viewing large documents or images. The large display allows the user to easily see data displayed.

[0064] In the expanded state, data on the visual display unit may be updated (step 830). This data can be updated in one of three ways. It can be updated using information stored in visual display unit memory 220, it can be connected to processing unit 120 to transfer information over connection ports 128 and 134, or it can be updated using
information transferred from processing unit 120 over wire-
less transceivers 172 and 174.

[0065] While the detailed drawings, specific examples and
particular formulations given describe preferred and exam-
plary embodiments, they serve the purpose of illustration
only. The inventions disclosed are not limited to the specific
forms shown. For example, the methods may be performed
in any of a variety of sequence of steps. The hardware and
software configurations shown and described may differ
depending on the chosen performance characteristics and
physical characteristics of the computing devices. For
example, the type of computing device, communications
bus, or processor used may differ. The systems and methods
depicted and described are not limited to the precise details
and conditions disclosed. Furthermore, other substitutions,
modifications, changes, and omissions may be made in the
design, operating conditions, and arrangement of the exam-
plary embodiments without departing from the scope of the
invention as expressed in the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1. A display system for a handheld computing device, the
display system comprising:
a processing unit having a first communication port; and
a visual display unit separable from the processing unit,
the visual display unit including:
a visual display; and
a second communication port, wherein the display system
can be expanded from an initial or storage state to
present a larger visual display size, the first communica-
tion port providing communication with the second
communication port.

2. The display system of claim 1, wherein the visual
display unit can be folded or rolled to facilitate storage in a
compact or stored state.

3. The display system of claim 2, wherein the handheld
computing device includes a retracting mechanism, the
mechanism used to retract the visual display unit to store the
visual display unit in its compact or stored state.

4. The display system of claim 2, wherein the handheld
computing device includes a support apparatus to anchor
and support the visual display unit while it is in use.

5. The display system of claim 1, wherein the first
communication port is housed in a first connection housing
attached to the processing unit that mates with the second
communication port housed in a second connection housing
attached to the visual display unit.

6. The display system of claim 5, wherein the first
connection housing attached to the processing unit mates
with the second connection housing attached to the visual
display unit to support and anchor the visual display unit to
facilitate viewing.

7. The display system of claim 1, wherein the visual
display unit displays data uploaded from the processing unit
while the visual display unit is separated from the processing
unit.

8. The display system of claim 1, wherein the visual
display unit includes a bi-stable visual display.

9. The display system of claim 8, wherein the visual
display is implemented using e-paper technology.

10. The display system of claim 1, wherein the visual
display unit includes a power source to power the visual
display unit to display data while the visual display unit is
separated from the processing unit.

11. The display system of claim 1, wherein the visual
display unit includes memory and a microprocessor to store
and retrieve data uploaded from the processing unit.

12. The display system of claim 11, wherein the visual
display unit includes a navigation apparatus to allow the user
to access data stored in the memory associated with the
display system.

13. The display system of claim 1, wherein the first and
second communication ports include wireless transceivers.

14. The display system of claim 1, wherein the visual
display is at least partially transparent.

15. The display system of claim 14, wherein the visual
display includes a transparent shutter layer.

16. A handheld computing device comprising:
a processor;
a first communications port attached to the handheld
computing device;
an information storage system; and
a visual display unit detachable from the handheld com-
puting device, including:
a visual display, and
a second communication port, wherein the visual dis-
play unit can be expanded from a compact state.

17. The handheld computing device of claim 16, wherein
the visual display unit includes random access memory and
a second processor.

18. The handheld computing device of claim 17, wherein
the second processor can access information stored on the
random access memory for display on the visual display.

19. The handheld computing device of claim 18, where
the visual display unit includes a navigation apparatus to
instruct the processing unit to access information in the
random access memory for display on the visual display.

20. The handheld computing device of claim 16, wherein
information is displayed on the visual display while the
display unit is detached from the handheld computing
device.

21. The handheld computing device of claim 20, wherein
the visual display unit includes a bi-stable visual display that
can display uploaded information without power require-
ments.

22. The handheld computing device of claim 20, wherein
the visual display unit includes a power source.

23. The handheld computing device of claim 16, wherein
the visual display unit can be folded or rolled to store in a
compact state.

24. The handheld computing device of claim 23, wherein
the handheld computing device includes a storage means for
the visual display unit in the compact state.

25. The handheld computing device of claim 16, wherein
the handheld computing device includes a mechanism to
anchor and support the visual display unit in the expanded
state.

26. A visual display unit for a handheld computing device
comprising:
a microprocessor;
a storage system; and
27. The visual display unit of claim 26, wherein the visual display unit includes an apparatus for navigating information stored on the storage system.

28. A method of using a handheld computer, the method comprising:
   expanding a visual display unit from a compact state to an expanded state; and
   displaying information on the visual display unit to a user.

29. The method of claim 28, the method further comprising:
   detaching the visual display unit from the handheld computing device.

30. The method of claim 29, the method further comprising:
   communicating information from the handheld computer to the visual display unit over a wireless connection.